joke

financial consultant / noun [count]
someone who provides advice on matters involving money

graduate / noun [count] ★★
someone who has a degree from a university

resourceful / adjective
good at finding effective ways to deal with problems

resume / verb FORMAL ★★
1  [intransitive] to start something again after stopping temporarily
   1a  to be started again after being stopped temporarily
2  [transitive] to go back and sit or stand in the place where you were sitting or standing previously

scarcely / adverb ★★
1  almost not, or almost none = BARELY, HARDLY
2  only just = BARELY
3  used for showing that something is certainly not true or possible = HARDLY

signal / verb ★★
1  to make a movement or sound that has a special meaning to another person
2  to show that something is happening or will happen
3  if you signal a quality or your feelings, you show what you intend to do about something